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ABSTRACT 
By appealing to several senses and conveying very rich information, 
video has the potential for a strong emotional impact on viewers, 

their sense of presence and engagement. These capacities may be 
extended even further with multimedia sensing and the flexibility 
of mobility. Mobile devices are commonly used and increasingly 
incorporating a wide range of sensors and actuators with the 
potential to capture and display 360º and HD video and metadata 
and to support more powerful and immersive video user experien-
ces. In this paper, we explore the immersion potential of mobile 

video augmented with visual, auditory and tactile perceptual sensing 
with an emotional perspective on the impact on users. Results 
confirmed advantages in using a multisensory approach to 
increase immersion and user satisfaction, and identified properties 
and parameters that worked better in different conditions. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (I.7)]: Multimedia 
Information Systems – video, hypertext navigation and maps; 
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (I.7)]: User 
Interfaces – interaction styles, evaluation; 

General Terms 
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
Video; Immersion; Presence; Perception; Auditory, Visual, 
Tactile Sensing; 360º; 3D Audio; Mobility; Movement; Speed; 
Orientation; Wind; Second Screen; Emotion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Immersion can be defined as the subjective experience of being fully 
involved in an environment or virtual world, and may be increased 

by a surround effect, sensory modalities and vividness through 

resolution [20,5]. Immersion is associated with presence, and the 
viewer’s conscious feeling of being inside the virtual world [20], the 
perception of self-location [22], and may benefit from realism, e.g. 
through photo realistic images and spatial audio. Video allows great 

authenticity and realism, and it is becoming ubiquitous, in personal 

capturing and display devices, on the Internet and iTV [13,14]. 

Immersion in video has a strong impact on the viewers’ emotions, 

and especially arousal, their sense of presence and engagement [21]. 

360º videos could be highly immersive, by allowing the user the 

experience of being surrounded by the video. Wide screens and 

CAVEs with varying angles of projection, possibly towards full 

immersion, are privileged displays for immersive video view for 

their shapes and dimensions, but they are not very handy, and espe-
cially CAVEs are not widely available. On the other hand, mobile 

devices are commonly used and represent, by the sensors and actua-
tors they are increasingly incorporating, a wide range of opportuni-
ties to capture and display 360º and HD video enhanced with metadata 
(e.g. geo-location and speed) having the potential to support more 
powerful and immersive video user experiences, on their own or 
as second screens, to be used in complement to wider screens.  

In this paper, we explore the immersion potential of mobile interact-
tive video augmented with visual, auditory and tactile multisensing, 
through the design and evaluation of new features in Windy Sight 
Surfers (WSS). This is a mobile application for the capture,  visuali-
zation and navigation of georeferenced 360º immersive interactive 

videos (through hypervideo),along trajectories,designed to empower 

users in their immersive video experiences, both accessing other 
users’ videos and sharing their own. The focus of this paper is on 

perceptual sensing and its impact on immersion, especially in an 
increased sense of presence and realism, through the feeling of being 
inside the video, viewing and experiencing movement speed and 

orientation, complemented with an emotional perspective, both for 

video cataloguing and access, and for engagement and satisfaction 
system evaluation, based on the emotional impact on users.  Diffe-
rent conditions were tested, varying: types of video, viewing modes, 
spatial sound and tactile sensing approaches. Results confirmed 
advantages in using a multisensory approach to increase immersion, 
and identified properties and parameters that worked better and are 
more satisfying and impactful in different conditions that may help 
to inform design of future mobile immersive video environments.  

2. RELATED WORK 
The work in this paper builds on our previous work on 360º hyper-
video [13], developed for PCs, which evolved to allow capturing, 

sharing and navigating georeferenced 360º videos and movies, 

synchronized with maps, and crossing trajectories [14], allowing to 
‘travel’ in other users ‘shoes’. Briefly, related work [13,14] con-
cerns to hypervideo and immersive environments (mainly VR and 

AR images, like Google Street View, seldom video), georenferen-
cing and maps, orientation, cognitive load, and filtering. According 

to [1], genres more suitable for 360º video from a user perspective  

include hobbies, sports, or situations with little progress, inviting for 

exploration. On mobiles, relevant related work concerns to naviga-
tion [13], recent PanoramaGL lib for 360º photos, second screens 

[3], and the use of sensors and actuators, e.g. in art installations 

where user’s movement influences wind (fans) blowing trees [8]. 

Moon et al. [10] showed that the use of wind output increased the 

sense of presence in VR, but their application did not allow user 

interaction, as the movement occurred in a pre-defined path. Cardin 
et al. [2] presented a head mounted wind display for a VR flight 

simulator application. Participants determined the wind direction 

with a variation of 8.5 degrees. Lehmann et al. [7] evaluated the dif-
ferences between visual only, stationary and head mounted wind, 

with considerable increase in presence in stationary and head moun-
ted prototypes. But these approaches target VR - not video, nor 
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developments. This recommendation system will take into account 

data from the user, and from users with similar preferences. As the 

number of videos watched by the users increases, the preferences 

and recommendation system is expected to become more precise.  

Figure 6: Map with semi-transparent overlay, highlighting dominant 
emotions of the videos in each area. 

3.3.3 Emotional Impact in User Evaluation 
To conduct a more representative evaluation of the environment, the 
emotion recognizer was used as an evaluation tool. In each task, 
the dominant emotions are logged, which allowed analyzing the 
user’s dominant mood during each stage and during the entire user 
evaluation process. These results are presented in section 4.2.4. 

4. USER EVALUATION 
We conducted a user evaluation of WSS’s Perceptual features to 

investigate whether and in which conditions they contribute to a more 
immersive user experience. We learned about tasks’ perceived Use-
fulness, users’ Satisfaction and Ease of use (USE: http://www.stcsig 
.org/usability/newsletter/0110_measuring_with_use.html). To test 
dimensions related to Immersion, we used self assessment approa-
ches: the Self-Assessment Manikin, SAM: http://irtel.uni-mannheim 
.de/pxlab/demos/index_SAM.html, to measure pleasure, arousal 
and dominance emotions, often associated with immersion; and 

additional parameters of Presence and Realism (PR) we found 
relevant. While performing each of the proposed tasks, an emotion 
recognizer [11] was used in addition, to automatically recognize the 

most prevalent emotions. We evaluated global immersiveness in the 

WSS user experience,  through a pre and post-event self-assessment 

Immersive Tendencies and Presence Questionnaires [19,23]. 

4.1 Method 
We performed a task-oriented evaluation based mainly on 
Observation, Questionnaires and semi-structured Interviews. After 
explaining the purpose of the evaluation and a short briefing about 
the concept behind WSS, demographic questions were asked, 
followed by a task-oriented activity. Errors, hesitations and 
performance were observed and annotated. At the end of each of 
the 21 tasks, users provided a 1-5 USE rating, a 1-9 SAM rating 
and a 1-9 PR rating. Also, the most prevalent emotions identified 
by the emotion recognizer were logged and comments and 
suggestions were annotated. Slater states that Presence is a human 
reaction to Immersion [18]. Therefore, by evaluating presence, 
one can tell about immersion capabilities of the system.  To do so, 
users completed an adapted version of the seven-point scale 
format Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ) before the 
experiment, and an adapted version of the Presence Questionnaire 
(PQ) after the experiment, with 28 questions each [19,23].  

The evaluation had 17 participant users (8 female, 9 male) between 
18-34 years old (mean 24). In terms of literacy, all users had at least 
finished high school, they were all familiar with the concept of 

accessing videos on the Internet, but only 5 had previously 

interacted with 360º videos, and only 6 had heard about 3D audio. 
The foreseen time for the completion of the 21 tasks was 50 
minutes, which was met by all users. 

4.2 Results 
Results are divided in four subsections, concerning:  the perceptual, 
2nd screen, and emotional features; the emotional impact of WSS; 
followed by the Immersive Tendencies and the Presence 
Questionnaires results and global overall comments. 

4.2.1 Perceptual Features 
Users were asked to: move around a 360º video by moving the tablet 
around (T1) and by using the drag interface (T2); and view a 360º 
video with the wind accessory and identifying the wind direction 
(T3). Users appreciated the tested features, especially the video 
navigation by moving the tablet around, which they reported to be 
a more natural approach when compared to the touch interface; and 
the wind accessory, which allowed a more realistic sense of speed 
in video viewing, as the PR results show (T3: PR: 8.9; 8.9), thus 
confirming RQ2. Despite users favoring the “moving the tablet 
around” feature for the sense of immersion, the consensus among 
users was that there are situations where the drag interface can be 

more suitable, for its flexibility, answering RQ1, and reinforcing the 
idea that both interfaces are needed and complement each other. 

Table 1. USE evaluation of WSS (scale: 1-5). 

Features in Task: 
Usefulness Satisfaction Ease of Use 

M σ M σ M σ 
T1  move around 4.8 0.3 4.7 0.3 4.8 0.8 
T2  drag interface 4.8 0.4 4.5 0.5 4.8 0.4 

Wind Accessory 
T3 wind 4.3 0.6 4.8 0.7 4.9 0.3 

3D Audio 
T4 stereo 4.8 0.7 4.5 0.7 4.8 0.5 
T5 3D 4.8 1.1 4.7 1 4.8 0.5 

Cyclic Doppler Effect 
T6 wind sound 2.7 0.6 2.5 0.5 4.9 0.5 
T7 low freq sound 4.4 0.9 4.6 0.8 4.9 0.3 
T8 high movement 4.8 0.4 4.7 0.4 4.9 0.4 
T9 med movement 4.4 0.4 4.5 0.4 4.9 0.5 
T10 low movement 2.8 0.4 3.1 0.4 4.9 0.4 
T11 no Doppler 4.7 0.5 4.5 0.6 4.9 0.5 
T12 custom Doppler 4.7 0.6 4.7 0.6 4.9 0.3 

Interaction with TVs 
T13 navigate TV 4.7 0.3 4.4 0.5 4.8 0.2 
T14 drag marker 4.7 05 4.6 0.3 4.8 0.2 

EmoMap 
T15 search EmoMap 4.8 2.8 4.9 2.8 4.8 2.8 
T16 search checkboxes 4.3 1.4 4.5 1.1 4.9 0.7 
T17 search expression 4.6 1.3 4.6 1.4 4.9 0.9 
T18 view coverflow 4.3 0.6 4 0.6 4.9 0.3 
T19 view map 4.6 0.3 4.6 0.5 4.8 0.3 

EmoMe 
T20 charts 4.6 0.3 4.5 0.4 4.9 0.4 
T21 recommend view  4.4 0.4 4.4 0.4 4.9 0.3 
Overall 4.4 0.9 4.4 0.7 4.9 0.5 

 

In order to test the 3D Audio feature, users were asked to: view a 
360º video with headphones and a standard stereo video sound 
(T4); and view the same video with the 3D sound capability (T5). 
Regarding T5, users were asked to vary the virtual distance of the 
speakers (through a slider in the interface) to the users’ head and 
find the optimal distance. In respect to RQ3, users stated that this 
feature provided them with a better sense of orientation, and they 
preferred the 3D sound version, with the restriction that the sound 
source must be located between 1 and 3 meters (in the virtual 
sound space) of the users’ head. 

To test the Cyclic Doppler Effect feature, users were asked to view 
a video with this feature activated, with different sounds in each 
version. In the first version, a wind sound (T6); and in the second, 
a low frequency sound (a bass synthesizer sound) (T7). Users 
needed to choose their preferred sound and were asked to vary the 
Doppler Effect sound volume and identify the optimal value. Next, 
users viewed three videos with the Doppler Effect feature activated 
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and were asked to state in which of them they liked this effect the 
most. The three videos presented situations where the degree of 
movement was: 1) high (T8); 2) medium (T9); and 3) little/no 
movement (T10). The order in which the videos were viewed was 
randomized for each user. Lastly, taking into consideration all the 

user’s preferences regarding the Doppler Effect feature (in T6-T10), 
users viewed a video twice: once without (T11) and once with (T12)  
the “custom” Doppler Effect feature, and were asked to state whether 

they felt this feature increased the movement sensation. Answering 
RQ4, the SAM and PR values (T12: SAM: 8.8; 8.6; 8.7; PR: 8.9; 9) 
support that the Doppler Effect increased the movement sensation, 
although its reproduction must be carefully controlled. Namely, 
almost all users preferred the low frequency sound, as they stated it 
was much less obstructive than the wind sound, tending to set the 
Doppler Effect volume level between 7% and 18% of the main video 
sound volume. Also, the more movement there is in a video, the more 
satisfying the Doppler Effect became. Users referred to T8 (high 
degree of movement) to express a situation where they particularly 
enjoyed this effect (T8: USE: 4.8; 4.7; 4.9; PR: 8.8; 8.9). On the 
other side, in videos with no movement, the viewing experience 
was better without this feature, as the USE and PR results show 
(T10: USE: 2.8; 3.1; 4.9; PR: 3.9; 3.3). This result confirms the 
need for the filtering feature that establishes the minimum 
movement amount for the Doppler Effect feature to be activated. 

Table 2. SAM (Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance) and PR (Presence, 
Realism) evaluation of WSS (scale: 1-9). 

Feature 
in Task: 

SAM PR 
Pleasure Arousal Dominance Presence Realism 

M σ M σ M σ M σ M σ 
T1 8.2 0.5 8.7 0.8 8.0 0.7 8.8 0.8 8.8 0.7 
T2 7.9 0.6 7.4 0.8 8.8 0.5 8.3 0.9 8.4 0.8 

T3 8.3 0.8 8.6 0.9 8.6 0.8 8.9 0.5 8.9 0.5 

T4 7.9 0.7 8.1 0.7 8.8 0.7 8.5 0.9 8.4 0.8 
T5 8.3 1.2 8.5 1.3 8.6 1 8.7 1 8.8 0.9 

T6 3.9 1 6.1 0.8 7.4 1.2 4 1.6 3.7 1.4 
T7 8.2 0.9 7.9 0.8 8.4 1 8.2 0.6 8.2 0.5 
T8 8.7 1 8.7 0.5 8.5 0 8.8 0.5 8.9 0.6 
T9 8 1.7 7.8 0.8 8.1 0.6 8 1.8 7.9 1.5 
T10 4.4 0.7 5.2 0.5 6.2 0.4 3.9 0.6 3.3 0.8 
T11 7.6 1 7.7 1.3 8.6 1.2 8.3 1.1 8.4 1 
T12 8.8 1.2 8.6 0.8 8.7 0.9 8.9 1 9 0.7 

T13 8.2 0.7 8.8 0.8 8.3 0.7 8.9 0.5 8.8 0.4 
T14 8 1 7.9 0.9 8.1 0.9 8 1.1 8.1 1.2 

T15 8.7 0.5 7.8 0.7 8.3 0.5 8.1 0.8 7.8 0.8 
T16 7.6 1.9 6.3 1.4 8.8 2.1 7.7 0.9 7.4 0.7 
T17 8.7 1.7 8.9 1.5 7.4 2.2 8.3 1 8.5 0.9 
T18 8.2 1.1 7.4 0.8 8.2 0.9 8.1 1 7.9 0.7 
T19 8.5 1 8 1.1 8.4 1 8.3 1.3 8 0.9 

T20 7.8 0.8 7.5 0.9 8.3 1.1 6 0.8 6.1 1 
T21 5.9 0.7 5.7 0.9 7.7 0.9 6.1 1.3 6.2 1.1 

Overall 7.7 1.0 7.7 0.9 8.2 0.9 7.8 1.0 7.7 0.9 

4.2.2 Interaction with TV & Wider Screens 
While evaluating the interaction with TV & wider screens features, 
users were asked to connect the mobile application to a TV set, select 
a 360º video and navigate it through both the “steering wheel” and 
the minimap displayed on the tablet (T13). Furthermore, users were 
asked to change to another video by dragging the marker into other 
trajectory (T14). Answering RQ5, users consider that interaction 
with TVs & wider screens can highly contribute to a more immersive 
video environment, as it allows sharing the experience with those 
around the user, and bigger screens are able to add to the viewing 
experience. The minimap was especially appreciated, as it provided 
the users with a reference to the full 360º angle. Regarding the 
“steering wheel”, users referred that it is very intuitive, but pointed 
out that its precision must be adjusted individually to each user, so 
that the application disregards false detections (it must successfully 
distinguish the angle changes that correspond to a turn by the user 
and the ones which simply represent ordinary hand movement). 
Also, very positive comments were directed towards the geographi-

cal navigation through the maps, with users indicating it represents 
an intuitive approach to navigating through the videos. 

4.2.3 Emotional Features 
In order to test the EmoMap feature, users were asked to: find a video 
with anger as the dominant emotion through EmoMap (T15); and a 

video with happiness as the dominant emotion through the 

checkboxes filter tool (T16); and by expressing the desired emotion 

to the camera (T17); search for neutral videos and view the results in 

the cover-flow mode (T18); search for neutral videos and view the 

results in the map (T20). All users highlighted the EmoMap was their 
preferred way to look for videos when the filter in use is emotion, 
qualifying it as intuitive and innovative. Regarding the search 
through the checkboxes filter mode and the emotion detection mode, 
in general users preferred the emotion detection mode, although four 
users preferred the checkboxes mode, stating it was just because, in 
this mode, they were sure the system was searching for what they 
were looking for. Despite the fact the majority of users did not feel 
this way, this can be an indicator that a small percentage of users still 
does not trust enough in this kind of systems, and prefer less 
intuitive, but more familiar methods to achieve their goals. With 
respect to the different ways of displaying the search results, users 
enjoyed the map, stating that the search process was more interesting 
when they had access to the geo-location dimension. When 
evaluating the EmoMe feature, users were asked to identify what 
information was presented in each of the charts (T20); and choose 
and view a recommended video (T21). All charts were correctly 
identified and users appreciated the recommendations suggested 
by the system. Answering our RQ6, users found this emotional 
perspective interesting in the access, search and recommendation 
of videos, encouraging further developments in this direction. 

4.2.4 Evaluating the Emotional Impact of WSS 
Dominant emotions were logged while users performed each 

assigned task. As figure 7 shows, the user’s dominant mood during 

the several stages of the evaluation was related to positive emotions. 

In fact, a negative emotion (‘Disgust’) was only detected in tasks T6 

and T10. Task T6 corresponded to the experience of using a wind 

sound for the Cyclic Doppler Effect, which was not appreciated by 

the users; T10 corresponded to the experience of using the Cyclic 

Doppler Effect in a video with no movement, which proved to be a 

situation where this feature becomes obtrusive rather than an aid. 

Figure 7: Recognized Emotions during user Evaluation. (only 
Happiness, Disgust, Surprise and Neutral were detected) 

4.2.5 Global Presence and Immersion Evaluation 
The Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire revealed a slightly 
above average score, whereas the Presence Questionnaire showed 
a high degree of self-reported presence in the application (table 3 
and 4). As Presence is a human reaction to immersion, the PQ 
scores reveal the global immersiveness of the tested features. 
Moreover, the improvement from the ITQ to the PQ reveals that 
WSS surpassed user’s immersive expectations of the system. 
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Table 3: Immersive Tendencies 
Questionnaire (scale: 1-7). 

Tendency to M σ 
maintain focus on  4.2 1.3 
become involved 4.3 1.7 
view videos 5.0 1.2 

 

Table 4: Presence Questionnaire 
(scale: 1-7). 

Major factor category M σ 

Control factors 6.1 0.8
Sensory factors 6.7 0.7 
Distraction factors 5.3 1.0
Realism factors 6.3 0.8
Involvement/Control 6.2 1.1 
Natural 6.1 0.9
Interface quality 6.2 0.8

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
We presented the motivation and challenges, and described the 

design and user evaluation, of the sensing, interaction and emotional 
impact features of WSS towards increased immersive experiences. 
It is a mobile application that uses a wind accessory, 3D audio, 
Doppler Effect simulation, and an Emotion Recognition system for 
the search, visualization and sensing of georeferenced 360º hyper-
videos, offering the possibility to interact with TVs. The user evalua-
tion showed that the designed features tend to increase the sense of 
presence and immersion, and that users appreciated them, finding all 
of them very useful, satisfactory and easy to use. Users showed great 
interest in the wind device, indicating this is a very effective way to 
improve the realism of the environment. Using 3D audio was a clear 
advantage in motion awareness. It is fairly simple to implement and 
does not require new infrastructure, as any stereo headphones will 

suffice and the sensors commonly available in mobile devices allow 

motion detection. According to our tests, the sound sources distance 
to the user’ head in the virtual sound space should be between 1 and 3 

meters. The use of the Doppler Effect simulation, when carefully 

manipulated, as described, can increase the users’ movement 

sensation, especially in videos with a high degree of movement. The 
emotion recognition appealed to users not only as an innovation, 
but also as an interesting and useful tool, especially for the video 
search process, as it introduces a new kind of filtering. 

Next steps include: refining and extending our current solutions, 
exploring further settings for higher levels of immersion, like the 
CAVE and wide screens, and other modalities to increase users’ 
engagement; exploring 3D audio capture to further increase realism 
in the spatial audio feature; considering georeferencing, ambient 
computing and augmented reality scenarios, e.g. as access points 
to videos shot in the same place at a different time, to compare 
them ‘overlaid’, or access videos with similar speed as the current 
speed experienced by the user (e.g. while traveling on a train).  
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